
Sign Installers 

Company Overview: 

Media Resources operates from our manufacturing HQ out of Oakville, Ontario, along with our 
3D and Print division facilities and operational offices in British Columbia and Alberta. Our USA 
offices are in Atlanta, Arizona, Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Charlotte SC, Seattle, Tampa, Salt 
Lake City, Washington DC, and our overseas China location. Our company maintains an 
entrepreneurial and dynamic spirit, where team members are encouraged to innovate, achieve, 
and grow. Media Resources Inc. provides an opportunity to imprint an enduring personal legacy 
with the displays and experiences we create. 

About this opportunity 

We are seeking a detail-oriented sign installer to transport and install a variety of signs. In this 
role, you will be required to ensure that the designs meet clients’ specifications, prepare the 
signs for mounting, and manage the placement and installation of the signs, among other 
duties. To ensure success as a sign installer, you will need to be highly organized, have good 
knowledge about the types of signs, and be comfortable working at heights. An outstanding 
sign installer will demonstrate precision and possess a sound understanding of the applicable 
construction and installation techniques. 

 
What you will do 

 Ensuring that signs meet clients’ specifications in terms of spelling, font, size, and 

medium. 

 Loading and transporting signs, tools, and materials to the location safely. 

 Preparing the site for installation by removing old signage, preparing the surface or 

structure, and securing the electrical connections. 

 Ensuring the effective measurement, placement, connection, and installation of the 

sign. 

 Mounting and installing the signs in accordance with all safety protocols. 

 Clearing debris and materials from the site after each installation. 

 Performing maintenance and repairs to signs, as needed. 

 Operating and maintaining the tools and equipment in accordance with safety 

protocols. 

 



Requirements 

 High school diploma or GED. 

 Journeyman electrician license. 

 At least two years experience as a sign installer or similar. 

 Valid commercial driver’s license and a clean driving record. 

 Good knowledge of various types of signs including vinyl, channel letters, electrical 

signs, and road signs. 

 A sound understanding of the applicable installation methods, materials, and safety 

measures. 

 The ability to operate hand and power tools. 

 Physically fit and able to perform strenuous labor including lifting, climbing, and working 

at heights. 

 The ability to work in harsh weather conditions. 

 Willingness to work during evenings and on weekends, as needed 

 
What we have to offer 

 Opportunity to be part of a dynamic and highly motivating work environment where 

you can develop your potential and launch an exciting career. 

 Development opportunities where your input makes a difference. 

Job Types: Permanent 

Benefits: 

 Dental care 

 Employee assistance program 
 Extended health care 

Work remotely: No 

Covid-19 considerations: 

 Personal Protective equipment provided or required 



 Temperature screenings 

 Social distancing guidelines in place  

 Sanitizing, disinfecting, or cleaning procedures in place 

 

 


